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About the Mathematics that is Done to Us
• André: “Art is what we do; culture is what is done to us”
• Part 1 & 2 were mostly about “art”, about how we do
mathematics.
• How to understand this versus:
• The existence of ideas and procedures created by
others before us?
• The way every step we take while doing
mathematics also “frames” our next (possible)
moves?

42 seconds in a G8 math classroom
T: Here I have 16 over 64 and if I cross out
the 6s, I get one forth. Is this method
working? Yes? Why?
S: Because you do 4 times 6 you get 64. If
you do times 6 you get the same answer.
T: Ok, if you do times…
S: Eh no times 16.
S: Well, 16 over 64 is one forth.
T: Ok, I’m happy with this, if you do times 16
on the top and the bottom we get 16 over
64.
S: Well yeah.
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First, an overview

• A more “frontal” approach
• The teacher presents
something to the students
• Students respond by
observing, assessing,
explaining, justifying,
questioning, looking for
examples and counterexamples, etc.
• But conversational too
• The teacher is also responds
by observing, assessing,
explaining, questioning, etc.

Also responding to, aka being
responsible (accountable) to,
mathematics
• As a system of ideas
• As a practice, …

Following traces
• Traces are a way to see how mathematics “imposes” itself
• But what are traces exactly?
• For Derrida: its a “mark of the absence of a presence […]
the condition of thought and experience”
• a residue, the remaining fragments of something
• an impression, the effect of something in the passing
(footprints)
• a path, a way to go, to do things, a course, a movement
• a sign, a name, a symbol, a figure, a gesture

Let’s look again…

I get one forth

“Here I have 16 over 64

and if I cross out the 6s

Is this method working? Yes?
Why?”

• Base 10 positional system and fractional
representations are historical construct that shape how
we see and use numbers…
• Numerous encounters makes us instantly recognize
what is written, almost forces us to understand it (in a
given way), although…
• Ink and sound introduce math. Ideas (numbers,
equivalent factions, etc.) we have to think about
• The presentation presses us to do so in a given way
• Through their representation, the absence of actual
numbers obliges us to read beyond the symbols
• The whole pictures a train of thought we must follow
(step by step) but also reconstruct
• The case epitomize a method whose truth value
somehow must exists, but needs to be found

S: Because you do 4 times 6
you get 64. If you do times 6
you get the same answer.
T: Ok, if you do times…
S: Eh no times 16.
S: Well, 16 over 64 is one forth.
T: Ok, I’m happy with this, if
you do times 16 on the top
and the bottom we get 16
over 64.
S: Well yeah.

• Hands gestures establish mathematics opportunities (to
response, discuss, engage, etc.)
• Elements standing out (“6”) seems to require special
attention
• A called upon procedure (times a on top/bottom) now
needs to be dealt with
• Together with the contradiction that emerges (x6)
• The ‘mind’ maintains what was said (vanished) about
the writing (visible) (memory)…
• …and the (lost) coordination (e.g. “cross out”, “on the
top”)
• Missing correspondences between speech, writing,
gesture (registers), etc. commands synthesis
• Interpreting talks (“4x6=64…no 16”) implies ascribing
meaning, intentions, reference, and so on

In the end…
• We can see the work of traces
developed at a slightly larger time
scale
• Cumulating evidences,
highlighting, labeling, correcting,
erasing…
• Produced in/as response to
previous traces
• …in the process of making sense
in a mathematical way…
• ..of what what keeps coming
“Problematizing mathematically”

“Mathematical” is now a
“quality” one might or
might not assign (at some
point) to such traces…
… of ”mathematics” and/or
mathematical activity

